
Collaboration as part of our 
Mediterranean culture. Light as the 

main source of inspiration

DES IGNED  
IN  THE  SUN

 M E D I T E R R A N E A N  M A G

V O L .  0 2

Q&A with John Pawson

Perfectly imperfect shapes, which  
are capable of going beyond the norm 
and approaching the most human  
facet of design

SPACES
REDEF INED

“It is important to  
create products that 
naturally provoke new  
and unexpected connections 
between users, because  
good design shouldn't have 
to be explained.”

FROM ARCHITECTURE
TO THE  WORLD

The pursuit of innovation  
and sustainability within the  
furniture industry

VICCARBE  X  ECOALF

Part 2
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Sistema 
Sofa
Designed by Lievore Altherr Molina, 2016

“Viccarbe’s quest for comfort brought us to create Sistema in 2016 – a modular sofa which fits 
very diverse environments, needs and situations.”

In these pages, a picture of different 
compositions of the Sistema Legs sofa with 
scissor legs and soft finish
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Legs

The definitive approach to the aesthetics of a residential sofa. Perfect for an  
additional degree of elegance thanks to its fully upholstered modules. Available both 

in Smooth and Soft upholstery.

Sistema Legs gives the possibility to choose between three different types of legs  
depending on the form: scissors, cylinder and flute – Offering great durability and 

adaptability to diverse environments. Available both in Smooth and Soft upholstery.

Floor

Soft

Great durability and adaptability to diverse environments. System, with its smooth 
upholstery, is a perfect choice for commercial spaces, offices, or airports. High traffic 

areas where privacy and dynamism sometimes become a sine qua non.

A meeting point between rationalism and warmth. Sistema Soft emerges as an  
evolution of the System sofa, presenting a more comfortable interior, as well as a 

more wrinkled effect in its upholstery, one that is therefore more welcoming.

Smooth
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Multiple 
Combinations 

It is well known that flexibility is creatives’ best friend. But 
it is also true that a simple process together with a selection 
of deeply thought components become very much appreciated 
ingredients in project development. For this reason, we have 
spent the last months rethinking one of Viccarbe’s best-sellers 

and singular pieces: The Sistema sofa. The engineering and 
manufacturing process of Sistema has been highly optimized. 
“Because we believe that the only constant is change and because 
there is still so much to be done. This is, and will continue to be, a 
living history.”

In these pages, an image of different 
compositions of the Sistema Legs sofa with 
scissor legs and soft finish.
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A. Backless module

B. Medium backrest module

C. High backrest module

D. Corner

P. High armrest upholtered-wood / 
fully upholstered

Q. Curved wooden arm

R. Curved upholstered arm

S. Narrow arm

T. Wide arm

Modules

Arms

Create your own configuration
Sistema components

P

S

Q

T

R

BA

C D

1

4

NEW

E. Cilinder legs

F. Flute legs

G. Scissors legs

Legs

H. Wooden box table

I. Low table

J. Free table

K. Free arm

L. Cushion

M. Headrest

N. Squared pouf

O. Round pouf

Tables & accessories

E

G

F

H

K

N

L

O

M

I J

In these pages, a diagram of the elements 
that compose the System collection

2

3
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Offering great durability 
and adaptability to 
diverse environments

In these pages, a picture of Sistema Legs with soft 
upholstery and scissor legs with Maarten low table

Sistema 
Legs
Sistema Legs gives the possibility to choose between three 
different types of legs depending on the form: scissors, 
cylinder and flute – Offering great durability and adapta-
bility to diverse environments. Available both in Smooth 
and Soft upholstery.
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New Infinity
Corner

Back in 2006 we created Sistema, the modular sofa ca-
pable of meeting different requests and fitting into very 
diverse contexts and environments. We believe that  
simplicity combined with a careful selection of compo-
nents or pre-configured elements help to gain agility du-
ring the management and development of projects. The new  
Sistema corner makes the most of any space, ensuring 
comfort and allowing for infinite compositions.

On this page, a picture of the Sistema Legs' corner 
with soft finish and scissors legs

On this page, a picture of a composition of Sistema 
Legs sofa with soft finish and scissor legs with an 
upholstered curved arm. On the right, detail of the 
electrification with the powerbox under seat

1. Free table with USB port

2. Powerbox and USB port under seat

3. USB, upholstered

Connectivity
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Sistema 
Floor
The definitive approach to the aesthetics of a residential 
sofa. Perfect for an additional degree of elegance thanks to 
its fully upholstered modules. Available both in Smooth 
and Soft upholstery.

In these pages, composition of Sistema Floor sofa 
with soft finish and round pouf

The definitive approach  
to the aesthetics of a 
residential sofa

1. Free table with USB port

2. USB port, upholstered

Connectivity



Make your Sistema Sofa
Suggested compositions

Components:  
2 X SISMP | 2 X SISPTI
150 X 82 X 92 cm

Components:  
2 X SISMP | 2 X SISPMET
2 X SISBRFP
190 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
3 X SISMP | 2 X SISPTI
225 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
2 X SISAP | 2 X SISPTI
2 X SISBRH
156 X 100 X 92 cm

Components:  
3 X SISMP | 2 X SISPTI
2 X SISBRMP
265 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
2 X SISMP | 2 X SISPTI
2 X SISBRMP
190 X 80 X 92 cm

01 /

03 /

05/

04 /

06 /

02 /

134

Components:  
3 X SISMP | 2 X SISPMET
2 X SISBRFP
265 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
4 X SISPM | 3 X SISPTI
2 X SISBRMP
340 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
3 X SIMP | 1 X SISBRMP
3 X SISPTI | 1 X SISMBTX
320 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
3 X SISMP | 3 X SISPTI
1 X SISMBTX
2 X SISBRMP
340 X 80 X 92 cm

Components:  
3 X SISAP | 2 X SISPTI
2 X SISBRH
231 X 100 X 92 cm

07 /

09 /

11 /

10 /

08 /

Use your imagination to satisfy your tastes, needs and require-
ments in terms of space but, at the same time, let yourself be ca-
rried away by a series of predefined compositions that will help 
you bring a contemporary twist to both homes and high-density, 
high-traffic environments.

We simplified the recommended compositions of Sistema to 
speed up the process without losing any functionality. Several 
models of 2, 3 and 4 seats have been meticulously thought to con-
tinue surprising as well as finding solutions.

MEDITERR ANE AN MAG135
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SISTEMA AREAS
DISCOVER ALL THE POSSIBILITIES

RESIDENTIAL

The rationalist and contemporary 
nature of Sistema can fit in perfectly 
with the warm atmosphere of a home. 
Here, it's just a matter of choosing the 
right finishes.

PUBLIC SPACES

Sistema gives us the possibility of 
incorporating backrests of different 
heights, or accessories such as armrests 
and auxiliary tables; perfect choices for 
use in transit areas such as airports, 
shopping centers, or hospitals.

Project: Otemachi Place, Tokyo 
Pictures: Nacasa and Partners 
Special thanks: Interiors Inc

CORPORATE

Choose from an infinite variety of 
compositions that are durable and 
perfectly adapted to the look and feel 
of the company. Sistema is a great 
choice for reception areas, management 
offices, or the collaborative spaces of 
large offices.

HOSPITALITY

In the lobby of a hotel or the 
sophisticated interior of a cruise... We 
offer greater privacy to the user, and an 
enveloping experience thanks to our 
high arm system.

Project: Cotonella Offices, Italy 
Architecture: J+S Architecture & Engineering 
Interior Design: FASEMODUS + Studio AI Milano 
Pictures: Lea Anouchinsky
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“The spaciousness of the seating modules for the Sistema collection makes the bench an 
authentic place for meetings and having a break. It is a perfect island to complete spaces such 
as museums, hotel lobbies or even airports.”

Sistema 
Bench
The spaciousness of the seating modules for the Sistema co-
llection makes the bench an authentic place for meetings and 
having a break. It is a perfect island to complete spaces such as 
museums, hotel lobbies or even airports. Play with the compo-
nents of the collection (such as the table module, the container 
or even the "free" arm) to surprise users in design and function.

Designed by Lievore Altherr Molina, 2016

In these pages, a picture of Sistema benches 
with scissor legs and stained ash low tables
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Copa,
Collection designed by Ramos&Bassols, 2019

Designed by Ramos&Bassols, the Copa family joined to the collec-
tion to represent the best version of comfort. Moreover, in just one 
year, it has managed to become one of our best sellers.It has home 
friendly shapes, elegant lines for office environments and espe-

 Copa collection with multiple finishes and legs

cially sensual for spaces dedicated to hospitality.Its generously 
proportioned seat has been able to convince all kinds of audiences. 
This is so because, visually, its design is a promise of comfort. It is 
the headline of a story that was just coming up.

Confort at First Sight
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Set of Copa chairs wooden legs stained in ash and 
Burin table lacquered in black

The combination of austere forms and subtle details 
in turn results in a very balanced design with little 
extravagance.

The Ramos&Bassols studio has conceived this 
multi-purpose seat as the perfect ally when looking 
for comfort in your work space.

Copa Wooden Base
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,

Copa & Work

Office — A timeless design offering 
supreme comfort in any situation 
thanks to its elegant, surrounding, 
and sinuous silhouette.

On this page, a picture of Copa chair flat swivel base. 
Below, a picture of Trestle table ans Copa chairs with 
the same base

On this page, a picture of Burin tables with taupe finish 
with Copa chairs pyramid swivel base with casters

Visually, its design 
is a promise of 
comfort
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Copa Stool

“The Copa stool becomes the square of the circle for the successful family designed by 
Ramos&Bassols. This new version of the seat represents one of the maxims of the Viccarbe 

collection: to continue the journey of existing families, providing greater versatility and 
adaptability to spaces.”

On this page, a  picture of Copa bar stools 
with four metal legs base

N
O
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Copa

Lounge 
Chair

"Its height is perfect for collaborative areas or 
spaces in between."

2020 ― With an elegant wooden four-legged base, this new de-
sign lands in the collection keeping proportions and comfort 
as the main premises. Its height (slightly lower than that of the 
chair) is perfect for collaborative areas or spaces in between. It 
has been shown that, at a lower altitude, there is a greater likeli-
hood of reaching a greater understanding between people.

On the left page, a set of Copa Lounge Chair wooden 
legs and Trino low tables. On this page, a picture with 
three Copas and a drawing of Copa Lounge Chair 
with dimensions
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Copa Stool

Copa bar stool, 
4 metal legs  

Copa counter stool, 
4 metal legs  

Copa counter stool, 
4 wooden legs, ash 

Copa counter stool, 
4 wooden legs, matt oak

Copa counter stool, 
swivel base

Copa bar stool, 
4 wooden legs

Copa bar stool, 
4 wooden legs

Copa bar stool, 
swivel base 

NEW

Copa

Copa Lounge Chair

Copa chair, 
wooden base

Copa chair, 
flat swivel base

Copa chair, 
pyramid swivel base

Copa chair, 
cantilever base

Copa chair, 
4 metal legs base

Copa chair, 
five casters base

Copa chair,  
pyramid swivel base with casters

Copa lounge chair,
wooden base

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/copa

NEW
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Klip

Certain pieces will not claim their place on the Olympus of de-
sign. Not because they are less valid, nor because their function 
is forgotten. It is for having the ability to let things happen in 
a constant and sustained way in time. We are talking about the 
beautiful art of facilitating, of letting a person carry out their 
tasks without interruption with comfort and concentration.

The Klip family has become the great ally of educational 
spaces around the world, from large orchestra rehearsal rooms 
to library reading areas. But the list goes on: desks, areas for 
workshops, auditoriums, classes, collaborative areas, theatres, 
spaces in between... It knows no limits as a seat.

Collection designed by Víctor Carrasco, 2014

On the right page, a picture of Trestle table 
lacquered in white with Klip chairs in matt oak seat 
and swivel base

Nor will we find any frontiers in their finishes: both the chair 
and the stool have evolved in recent years, with the intelligence 
of the listener. The intelligence of whom, instead of imposing, 
adapts to the needs that the projects themselves have demanded 
of them. As we discovered in the first issue of this magazine, 
Klip was born as a commission from Tokyo Polytechnic Univer-
sity to Victor Carrasco. 

Over the years we have discovered that it has been precisely 
the umbrella of this same philosophy (that of understanding 
what the most functional spaces require) that has prevailed in 
the new additions to the family.

“The Klip family has become the great ally of educational spaces around the world,  from large 
orchestra rehearsal rooms to library reading areas”
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Knowing How to Grow

The new additions to the Klip family have been based 
simply on understanding what is needed in spaces 
where functionality prevails. You can choose from 
7 different bases and 7 different seats for the chair, 
as well as combine them perfectly with each other 
(also with and without arms). In addition, the stool 
is available in a swivel version and incorporates as a 
novelty a fixed four-legged wooden base.

Klip collection in various finishes and legs
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News about the Klip 
chair: flat base, pyramid, 
pyramid with casters

On this page, a picture of Klip chair pyramid base with 
soft upholstered. On the right page, a picture of Klip 
chairs swivel base with casters an lines upholstered

In both office and home environments, the 
upholstered version of the chair will make 
it easier to work for long periods of time.
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“Klip knows no limits as a seat. The counter height stool complements conventional work areas. 
It is a perfect solution for the so-called "in-between" spaces, creative environments, quick and 

informal meetings or areas dedicated to project development.”

Klip Stool
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Klip counter stool  
soft upholstery

Klip counter stool  
smooth upholstery

Klip counter stool 
lines upholstery

Klip counter stool 

Klip bar stool Klip bar stool  
smooth upholstery

Klip bar stool
lines upholstery & arms

Klip counter stool 
with cushion & handle

Klip bar stool  
with cushion

Klip bar stool 
lines upholstery & arms

Klip bar stool
4 metal legs

Klip bar stool
4 metal legs soft upholstery

Klip bar stool
4 metal legs 
smooth upholstery

Klip counter stool
4 metal legs with 
cushion & handle

Klip counter stool
4 metal legs 
lines upholstery

Klip Stool

NEW NEW
NEW NEW

NEW

Klip Chair

Klip 4 legs base 
with handle

Klip 4 legs base
with cushion

Klip 4 legs base
soft upholstery & arms

Klip 4 legs base
lines upholstery

Klip 4 legs base
with arms

Klip pyramid swivel base 
with handle

Klip pyramid swivel 
base with cushion

Klip swivel base
soft upholstery

Klip swivel base
smooth upholstery

Klip pyramid
swivel base

Klip swivel
flat base

Klip swivel pyramid
base with casters

Klip swivel flat base 
with handle

Klip swivel pyramid
base with casters & handle

Klip swivel flat base 
with cusion

Klip swivel pyramid
base with casters

Klip four star base
soft upholstery

Klip five casters base

Klip four star base
smooth upholstery

Klip five casters base
lines upholstery & arms

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/klip
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On this page in order: Quadra chair, black structure, 
matt oak seat, seat and back cushion. Quadra chair 
black structure, matt oak seat and seat cushion. Quadra 
stackable chair, black structure, ash seat. Quadra chair 
full white

Veni, Vidi, Vici
Quadra wasn't designed in a day. No good design is the result of 
chance.

From the very first moment, this chair has been able to inspire 
love at first sight. Because almost without knowing it, it was born 
an icon. It took shape in an exercise of drawing on paper, with 
the same skill as an architect's sketch,  with the same language 
and proportions.

Quadra emerged from a very light structure visually, but  
fully capable of resisting the passage of time with firmness, being  

perfectly prepared to be placed in all types of spaces and pro-
jects. In the words of Mario Ferrarini

"I was interested in approaching the Viccarbe team by working on 
the concept of a chair that is both minimalist and surprising.

A chair that, in essence, could escape the standards of a product 
category that is extremely saturated with proposals. Becoming a  
recognizable piece beyond its use and functionality."

On this page, a picture of a stack of full white 
stackable Quadra chairs
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Quadra & Mix

Collaborative spaces — From the very first moment, Quadra has been able to 
inspire love at first sight. The chair is a convenient option for projects that 
require excellent functionality and durability, and can additionally be stacked 
in large quantities, saving space where required.

On the left page, a set of Maarten table and  
Quadra chairs in ash. On this same page, Quadra 
chair with black structure and matt oak seat with Eli 
tables. On the right, a picture of Quadra chairs with 
Aspa table
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In these pages, a picture of Trestle table lacquered in 
white with Quadra chair full white

Quadra has continued the journey of the Viccarbe collection 
in recent years: being able to perfectly balance simplicity with 
durability, versatility with the personality of the great icons.

“The chair is inspired by a dance of two figures, turning in complete 
harmony, in dialogue, embracing. A ‘pas de deux’ between a techni-
cal, metal, functional, slim structural core, and the warmth of wood. 
Dressed differently, the two bodies display a sense of alchemy from 
every angle. Just like the compass of the architect and the paper on 
which he draws.”

Essential
Lines
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On the left, a set of Trestle table in matt oak and 
Quadra chairs lacquered in ash. On the right, 
Quadra chair lacquered in ash with cushion

Quadra grows
and brings new
upholstered
cushions

Quadra evolves and offers the possibility of incorporating new 
upholstered cushions. It provides greater user comfort while 
maintaining the chair's iconic shape.
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Quadra

Quadra chair, full whiteQuadra chair, stackable Quadra chair with seat cushion Quadra chair with seat  
and back cushion

Quadra chair

For more info: www.viccarbe.com/model/quadra-chair/

NEW NEWNEW
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Common 
Bench,

Project: Frigicoll Offices, Barcelona 
Interior Design: Isabel López Vilalta 
Pictures: Salva López

1. USB port, upholstery 

Connectivity

"Imagine two strangers sharing the same space”. This is how 
Naoto Fukasawa describes the Common Bench in his book  
Embodiment. Luxury today is measured in the level of enjoyment 
that the user experiences in a space. No distractions, no restric-
tions. For this reason, positive behaviors, forms and emotions 

Designed by Naoto Fukasawa, 2013

contribute to the person's feeling of comfort in external spaces.
Through its different modules and measurements, Common 
has been able to maintain a common thread, with a silhouette 
as rotund as it is curved. It is a pole of attraction where only 
comfort will remain.

Comfort 
Will Remain

“Through its different modules and measurements, Common has been able to maintain a 
common thread, with a silhouette as rotund as it is curved. It is a pole of attraction where only 
comfort will remain.”
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Project on this page: KL2 Studio, Melbourne 
Interior Design: K2LD Melbourne. Dealer: HUB 
Furniture. Pictures: Jeremy Wright

Project up to the right: IA Architecst, New York 
Interior Design: Anderson/Miller in collaboration 
with Gensler. Pictures: Isaac Maiselman

Project on the right: Marriot Marquis Hotel, 
Chicago. Interior Design: Interior Architects, NY  
Pictures: Eric Laignel

Common & Welcome
Offices and Hotels — A design that is capable 
of balancing spaces, contexts and users, 
conferring upon them an aura of kindness 
and serenity.

Positive behaviors, 
forms and emotions 
contribute to the 
user's feeling of 
comfort in external 
spaces
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Common 
Low Table

Project: Progetti Store

2013 ― The new context we are living in today comes as a blank 
page, as an opportunity to redefine priorities and the very  
environments in which we live. Although we usually find the 
Common table completing the needs of the bench, it also has 
room in very different spaces.Is it possible to breathe a calmer 
essence? In times of uncertainty, the foundations of Japanese 
culture and the value of the timeless will give us back that much 
needed calm after a storm.

Make your Common Bench
Suggested compositions

Components:  
1 X CO120C | 1 X CO120H
180 X 120 cm

Components:  
1 X CO180H | 1 X CO180F
1 X CO120C | 1 X COD45H65 
300 X 240 cm

Components:  
1 X CO240F | 1 X CO180F
1 X CO120H | 150 X 
300 X 240 cm

Components:  
1 X CO180F | 1 X CO120H
240 X 120 cm

Components:  
1 X CO240F | 1 X CO120C
1 X CO180H |1 X COD45H65
360 X 180 cm

Components:  
1 X CO240F | 1 X CO180F
1 X CO180H
360 X 240 cm

01 /

03 /

05 /

02 /

04 /

06 /

Find inspiration in new compositions and configurations of 
this family of modular benches, with the aim of facilitating the 
quotation and location on the plan.

MEDITERR ANE AN MAG179
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Ace, 

The last few months have made the concept of well-being par-
ticularly relevant. An ethereal idea, invaluable, immaterial in 
many cases. A minimum that allows us to face our day to day 
with concentration and stability.

Today, more than ever, within the office space we are looking 
for small oases in which to take refuge. We want particular cor-
ners in which the "I" takes on as much relevance as possible. They 
are places in which we simply seek to feel comfortable, safe, at 
certain times we may even be protected by a certain amount of 
privacy.

The Ace chair is one of those designs that are born with a pro-

tective instinct, returning us to the most essential comfort. As a 
product, it will subtly attract our attention with a slightly wrinkled 
and friendly upholstery. It will welcome us and, ultimately, give us 
the space we need to reconnect.

In recent years, Jean Marie Massaud's design has been incor-
porated into the work spaces of large multinationals such as Nike 
and Toyota. It was included in certain projects, as a space for infor-
mal and collaborative meetings. In other projects, it was also in-
corporated in an individual format: located inside private offices 
or rest areas, and set up as a place to go in search of a universe of 
one’s own. It's time to regain a sense of well-being.

Armchair designed by Jean-Marie Massaud, 2007

On the right page, Ace armchair wooden 
base stained in wenge with a headrest 
upholstered in leather

The Subtlety 
of a Gesture

“Today, more than ever, within the office space we are looking for small oases in which to take 
refuge. We want particular corners in which the "I" takes on as much relevance as possible. ”
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Ace & Lounge

Transitional Spaces — We 
say goodbye to the so-called 
waiting areas to welcome the 
intermediate or transitional 
spaces. The essence is the same, 
probably even the arrangement 
of the furniture. 

Project: VIVOOD Landscape Hotel, Alicante 
Pictures: Ángel Segura

Project: Viccarbe Headquarters 
Pictures: Javier Díez
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Nagi
“Nagi is like those places where you feel like 
staying because you have been treated with 
extraordinary hospitality.”

On this page, a picture of four Nagis with smooth 
upholstery and white rocking base and two shapes: 
model O and model H.

Armchair by Tomoya Tabuchi, 2015

Nagi was born swinging between the present and the future. 
Wishing to define the future from calm and reflection, moving 
away from emergencies and focusing on what is really important.

Designed by Tomoya Tabuchi with soft and rounded forms, 
the armchair arrived with the humble precept of making public 
and private spaces more pleasant. In order to become a reference 
point to which you can always go within a space. In 2015, it was 
incorporated into the Viccarbe collection keeping in mind the 
people who needed to take a break, either in its high or low back 
version, in its fixed version, or in its modern rocking chair, letting 
its silhouette simply pick them up. 
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On this page, Nagi Low armchair with soft upholstery 
and fixed base in black with an Up in the Air low table 
in white finish.

Nagi is like those places where you feel like staying because you 
have been treated with extraordinary hospitality.

With a particularly contemporary character, as disruptive as 
it is pleasant in its packaging, it has managed to fit perfectly 
into the collection. This is an arduous task when it comes to 
modernization  because just as with comfort, innovation is a 
sine qua non value for the furniture industry, a basic aspect 
that is taken for granted from the moment you start creating 
a piece. However, putting too much pressure on the accelerator 

can sometimes result in something that is far from reality. This 
is how Nagi was born, grew and materialized: thinking about 
renewing the concept of the traditional rocking chair. Looking 
ahead, no hurry but no pause, as they say.

It is here that we find a special connection between Japanese 
and Mediterranean design. Both are unpretentious and spe-
cialists in relying on tradition to bring it up to date, thinking 
of new attitudes to create long, pleasant, proportionate and  
humanistic designs. 

We find a special  
connection between 
Japanese and  
Mediterranean design
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“The modular parts make the work of the interior designer easier. This is so because there is nothing like 
having total freedom when it comes to creating a space. There is nothing like playing with the silhouette 
of different objects, like creating relaxed and flexible environments in which to promote collaboration.”

Collection designed by Piero Lissoni, 2011

Season,
Surprising and  
Unexpected Details

Designed by Piero Lissoni, the Season collection represents the  
balance between simplicity and a carefully thought design.

We know that clear and defined forms penetrate the mind 
faster and longer. This is where we find the real reason for the 
existence of contemporary design. The modular parts make 
the work of the interior designer easier. This is so because there 
is nothing like having total freedom when it comes to creating 
a space. There is nothing like playing with the silhouette of  
different objects, like creating relaxed and flexible environments 
in which to promote collaboration. Each and every element that 
makes up the Season family has been born from surprising and 
unexpected details.

Picture on the left page, overhead view of different 
configurations of Season Sofa with Season Poufs and 
Trino low tables
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2015 ― Any pleasant or unpleasant sensation the human being 
feels prevents him from concentrating on what he has to do.  
Lighting, temperature, noise, table height, chair comfort... all 
these ingredients are part of the equation. A person who is not 
comfortable in a space will be thinking about the causes of this 
discomfort rather than the task at hand.

The ideal executive office today is a daytime living room, 
where work can be done under less stress and no distraction.

With hidden casters 
Pure balance and dynamism

Season
Chair

On this page, Trestle in black with Season 
chairs with casters

“The ideal executive office today is a daytime living room, where work can be done 
under less stress and no distraction.”
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Season Chair & Work

Office — Season Chair is really amazing 
thanks to its hidden casters system. Its 
sinuous silhouette brings great warmth to 
both contract and residential projects.

Project: Generali Offices, Italy 
Interior Design: mpengineering 
Agency: Entis. Pictures: Lea Anouchinsky
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Flexibility 
means 
collaboration

2017 ― Halfway between rationalism and sensuality, the Season sofa is in line 
with the rest of the collection designed by Piero Lissoni. It is composed of two 
rounded volumes: a cube and a vertical rectangular piece, capable of genera-
ting a suggestive geometric play.

It offers 3 different versions that can be perfectly combined with each other 
and in a totally intuitive way: the modules can be straight, open or closed. In 
addition, just like the chair in the collection, it includes a washable technical 
fabric protection for the area that is most exposed to the footwear. Is there a 
better offer?

Model A - Straight

Model B - Closed

Model C - Open

On the right page, a set of modules of the Season 
sofa with an Aleta low table brass structure and 
black table top.

1. USB port, upholstery

Connectivity

Season  
Sofa
“Halfway between rationalism and sensuality, the Season sofa is in line with the rest 
of the collection designed by Piero Lissoni.”



Make your Season Sofa
Suggested compositions

Components:  
2 X SESA
300 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
2 X SESB
277 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
1 X SESA | 2 X SESB
430 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
2 X SESC
250 X 74 X 70 cm

01 /

03 / 04 /

02 /
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Components:  
3 X SESB
325 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
1 X SESA | 2 X SESC
398 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
6 X SESC
299 X 74 X 70 cm

Components:  
3 X SESC
295 X 74 X 70 cm

05 /

07 / 08 /

06 /

There’s nothing like having total freedom when designing a 
space. Nothing like playing with different objects… Like creating 
relaxed and flexible environments with the sole purpose of fos-
tering collaboration. With the aim of facilitating the quote of 
these modular design and its location off-plan, we have updated 

its suggested compositions. Recommended for: welcome areas, 
third spaces at the office, airports, hotel lobbies, auditoriums, 
bistros. Fore more information explore the possibilities at  
viccarbe.com/product/season-sofa-model-a-straight/.
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Season  
Bench
“Its streamlined proportions, singular shape with two heights allowing different seating 
positions, make this bench a very valuable piece of furniture.”

In these pages, picture of Season Bench with two 
Season Pouf 50 | 19 11/16

2011 ― With the Season bench, designer Piero Lissoni was able 
to evoke the posture of a relaxed person as elegantly as possi ble. 
Simulating a sculptural and emphatic piece, its force gives 
the user all the freedom of a bench that does not impose, but  
suggests. It was born in its day as a novel product category that 
‒thanks to the upholstery and its sinuous silhouette‒ would 

1. USB port, upholstery

Connectivity

bring greater warmth and kindness to contract projects. 
Its streamlined proportions, singular shape with two heights 

allowing different seating positions, make this bench a very  
valuable piece of furniture.

“Simulating a sculptural and emphatic piece, its force gives the 
user all the freedom of a bench that does not impose, but suggests.”
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On this page, picture of Aspa table in black and Sea-
son Poufs 60 | 23 without strap

2014 ― The successful collection signed by Lissoni grows with 
poufs of new dimensions.

The new family members keep the option of including its  
intelligent system of hidden casters, very suitable for office and 
educational spaces where agility and dynamism prevail. As a 

Se
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“Season has become a particularly 
adaptable, flexible, friendly and attractive 
design, thanks to its sensual shapes.”

true game of geometric shapes, this extension of the collection 
covers all the needs that may arise within the intermediate 
spaces and collaborative areas. In short, Season has become a 
particularly adaptable, flexible, friendly and attractive design, 
thanks to its sensual shapes.
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Covers all the 
needs that may 
arise within the 
intermediate 
spaces and 
collaborative 
areas
On this page, a picture Season Pouf 50 | 19 11/16 and 60 
| 26 5/8 with along with black strap and Eli low table. 
Below, picture of Serra low table with Season Pouf 50 
without strap

1. USB port, upholstery -  
Only available for 90x90 cm 
|35,43"x 35,43" model.

Connectivity

On this page, a picture of Season Poufs 40 | 15 3 ⁄4 
with black strap
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Picture: Patricia Urquiola

Or how to 
achieve the elixir 
of eternal youth

The Last Minute stool was conceived with materials of great 
resistance and durability,  under an umbrella of sustainability 
that would intuitively mark the minimums we are looking for 
today in Viccarbe when creating a new product.

Above all, we believe that industrial design should understand 
sustainability as an inherent value in new creation. In this case, 
the Last Minute stool was born with the soul of an icon, with the 
spirit of an eternal object. Its idea of contemporary design 
(timeless and enduring over time) allows us in the long run 
to avoid using natural resources in an unnecessary way.

Designed by Patricia Urquiola, 2006

We also believe that the pursuit of innovation is not only  
important when designing new products, but also when replacing 
specific parts of a piece of furniture. In the case of this model, it 
is possible to replace the seat if the passage of time has worn it out 
excessively.

Another of the most positive aspects when referring to the 
concept of sustainability is its seat in rotomolded polyethylene. 
We consider this 100% recyclable component to be an intelligent 
ingredient that has allowed us to delve into the idea of demo-
cratic, affordable and long-lasting furniture. Its lightness, ease of  

On this page, Last Minute, medium size with 
upholstered seat, Last Minute high size in white  
and Last Minute low size in black.
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On the right page, a picture of two Last Minute stools 
with structures in taupe and upholstered seats
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cleaning and resistance to environmental 
agents such as natural light or changes in 
temperature are just some of the benefits that 
have led it to and maintained it in various 
work spaces.

In any case, when creating a new product, 
it is important that we reflect on each and 
every one of its elements. Textiles matter 
too. The upholstered version of the stool 
was to be added to the collection years later.  
Because the conversation should not end 
with plastic or wood, it is important to note 
that we have decided to incorporate a selec-
tion of fabrics in tariff 100% manufactured 
with recycled materials (such as polyester, 
wool or nylon).
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Last Minute & Food

Home Areas — Exquisite kitchens and 
hospitality spaces around the world have 
included the Last Minute stool as part of the 
equation.

Project on the right: TPC Residence, Melbourne 
Interior Design: MIM Design 
Pictures: Sharyn Cairns

Project below: Marisa Ho's Kitchen, Melbourne 

Office — Within the workspace, 
Last Minute has become a clear 
winner in the battle for comfort. 
Its lightness, easy cleaning and 
comfort have contributed to the 
presence of the stool in office 
environments.

... & Work

Project above: Vertisol, Madrid. Interior Design: Odos 
Design. Pictures: Javier Guerrero Estudio

Project on right: ERRE Arquitectos Offices, Valencia  
Interior Design: ERRE Arquitectos 
Pictures: David Frutos
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Standard tables Discover 3 different tables for your next 
hospitality spaces. The versions of Aspa, 
Stan and Eli with HPL and compact core 
boards will become pieces of furniture 
resistant to constant sanitization.
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Like Aspa and Eli, the Stan 
collection is characterized by 
the multiple sizes, finishes 
and shapes of its lids.

Stan
V I C C A R B E  S T U D I O,  2 0 1 5

On this page, a picture of Stan table full white with 
square table top with a Copa chair, cantilever base 
and a Torii bench

Aspa
F R  D E S I G N ,  2 0 0 6

Capable of adapting to various 
uses and installations. A great 
bestseller in our collection 
since 2006.

On this page, a picture of Aspa table full black and 
Maarten Plastic chairs, sled base and cushion
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The lightness of its aluminum 
base, and the different size 
options, make this table a perfect 
element for restaurants.

Eli
S T U D I O  V C C B ,  2 0 1 5

In these pages, a picture of a coffee area with Eli tables 
in black and Maarten Plastic chairs, sled base.
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Colubi 
Collection

2000 ― Design applied to furniture 
should not only add functionality and 
productivity to spaces, but also facilitate 
friendly and close relationships between 
employees. Colubi is an armchair that 
flees from all ornament, letting things 
happen. It is a truly veteran piece in the 
collection, since it was one of the first to 
be added to Viccarbe's catalogue. However, 
it has been able to maintain its modernity 
and contemporary style as the years have 
gone by. Success is not the result of chance 
but of causality. 

46 cm | 18.11”
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128 cm | 50.39”

Project on top: McCann Offices, Italy.  
Interior Design: FASEMODUS + Studio AI Milan.  
Pictures: Lea Anouchinsky.

“Design applied to furniture should not only add functionality and productivity to 
spaces, but also facilitate friendly and close relationships between employees.”
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Brix,
Concentration and 

Productivity
Armchair by Kensaku Oshiro, 2013

One of Viccarbe's maxims is to inspire new ways of interacting. 
With the Brix armchair, we manage to synthesize in a single 
piece the function of a seat and an auxiliary table. Along with 
designer Kensaku Oshiro, we satisfied a need with simple geo-
metric shapes of surprising comfort.

In this gradual return to the work spaces, one of the positive 
aspects that stand out is the search for greater concentration.

 It means moving out of our comfort zone inside the home 
and recreating it at specific times inside the office. Collaborative 
spaces are simply being redefined.

In this gradual return to the work spaces, one of the positive 
aspects that stand out is the search for greater concentration. 
It means moving out of our comfort zone inside the home and 
recreating it at specific times inside the office. 

Collaborative spaces are simply being redefined. We want 

to design rooms that encourage concentration, inspire and are 
also a place of relaxation. We look for versatile environments 
that are visually stimulating and are long-lasting as well. Brix 
is suitable for any work environment, allowing the creation of 
elegant configurations in common areas thanks to its geometric 
design and its careful dimensions. It is an armchair of rigorous 
and specially studied proportions, capable of bringing together 
in a single piece the functions of a seat and a side table.

Hence the asymmetry of its arms: the wide part was designed 
as a multipurpose surface, perfect for supporting a mobile phone, 
a book or a tablet. It is a multi-purpose chair intended to make 
the user's life easier at a time when agility is a priority. Spaces 
are redefined to become more connected, functional, comfortable 
and attractive environments that facilitate people's creativity 
and well-being.

On the left page, a picture of a Brix armchair with table 
lacquered in brick on the right side. On the right, detail 
of the armchair

“With the Brix armchair, we manage to synthesize in a single piece the function of a seat and an 
auxiliary table. Along with designer Kensaku Oshiro, we satisfied a need with simple geometric 
shapes of surprising comfort.”
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Project on top: Mc Cann Offices, Italy 
Interior Design: FASEMODUS + Studio AI Milan 
Pictures: Lea Anouchinsky

Brix & Lounge

Trasitional Spaces — Brix offers the 
possibility of including a side table, 
providing an extra dose of functionality 
and adaptability to any space. 

Project: Teulada-Moraira Concert Hall, Alicante 
Architecture: Francisco Mangado 
Pictures: Ángel Segura

1. Powerboc and USB portunder seat

2. USB port, upholstery

Connectivity
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Torii
Bench

Designed by L + R Palomba, 2018

This timeless bench was born as a simple seating system, capable 
of projecting a great identity. Torii is composed of two wooden pie-
ces connected by a very recognizable metal structure. Torii stands 
out not only because of its front perspective, but also because of 
its back. In the eyes of Ludovica and Roberto Palomba, the bench's 
image has managed to convey the creative concept perfectly:

"Its T-shaped structure represents the gateway to Eastern 
temples. It’s a kind of approach, an evocative inspiration..."
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This timeless bench was born as 
a simple seating system, capable 
of projecting a great identity

1. USB port

2. Powerbox under top

Connectivity

Different Torii bench configurations, including 
upholstered and stained options
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Torii & Mix

Transitional spaces — Tori 
is a flexible bench able to 
respond to all needs as 
it has the same height as 
a chair. A very versatile 
seating system with clean 
lines and a great identity, 
easy to use in any location.

Up on this page, a picture of Torii full upholstered with 
black structure. On the right, image of Torii with seat 
upholstered and baskrest stained in matt oak

Its T-shaped structure 
represents the gateway  
to Eastern temples

Up on this page, a picture of Torii with cushions and 
black structure. On the left, picture of the same model 
at a coffee area
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Some collections are born thanks to an instant, an experience 
of their creator. There are others that also become a thank you.

It is true that we do not always baptize new products based 
on a creative concept. We do not always refer to the morphology 
of the piece because, although a good design must be explained 
by itself, we do not always talk about evidence, we do not always 
refer to the material. Is there a bigger challenge than baptizing 
a new piece? In this case, the Fedele family wanted to become an 
acknowledgment. This is what its name means in Italian: it was 
born from honesty, from a perfect balance between its rounded 
forms and its friendliness. Without going far from reality, the 
armchair and the pouf only wanted to be faithful and to live 
in the service of people. To stay at the time and place,  to wait 
in the intermediate zones... To facilitate, to let the collaborative 
zones happen. 

On this page, a picture of two Fedele poufs. On the 
right page, a picture of Fedele armchair with a Burin 
Mini low table lacquered in white

Armchair & Ottoman  
designed by Víctor Carrasco, 2009

Fedele,
to Be and to Seem

“Without going far from reality, the armchair and 
the pouf only wanted to be faithful and to live in 
the service of people”
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Comfort, as something universal, could be defined as the feeling 
that everything is in its place. For this reason, geometry usually 
becomes a great tool with which to speak to our audience. In 
the case of Penta, we sculpted an armchair with very though-
tful proportions. We designed it with Toan Nguyen's help with 
the sole purpose of facilitating its understanding,  of generating 
a kind of connection between everyone who saw it for the first 
time. However, there are additional factors with which we can  
strengthen the link,  unexpected details capable of bringing a  
smile to anyone who ends up sitting in this chair. In a totally dis-
creet way, Penta can incorporate a rotating base. This is an invisi-
ble detail capable of changing the attitude and interrelationship 
between partners in the same space.
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40 cm | 15.75” 44 cm | 17.32”

Project on left page: Cotonella Offices, Italy.  
Architecture: J+S Architecture & Engineering. 
Interior Design: FASEMODUS + Studio AI Milano 
Pictures: Lea Anouchinsky

Penta:
the triumph of 

geometry

Armchair designed by Toan Nguyen, 2011
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LOW TABLES

We believe in strong, personality-filled forms, in attractive 
and sensual curves. Above all, we believe in the power of side 
tables to complete the visual landscape of a space. Shape is 
pure character.

The Ryutaro family of tables will allow you to play: to combine 
heights, sizes, finishes and colors. It is subtle, lightweight, and 
especially versatile. It is as easy to understand, as it is capable 
of adapting to a space.

Shape Ryutaro

HIGH SPIRITS

To synthesize, it is probably the most complex exercise we can 
practice in the design discipline. Conceived by Jean Marie 
Massaud, the Holy Day table represents a concept of necessary 
minimalism. It merges with space and is even capable of rein-
terpreting it.

Tiers is a unique table with a relaxed style and a contemporary 
twist. Designed by Patricia Urquiola, it allows the creation of 
beautiful and infinite landscapes along a space, thanks to the 
different heights of its boards.

TiersHoly Day
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LOW TABLES

We find the beauty of the standard in a light and very adaptable 
finish. With its aluminum base, Eli becomes a perfect ally for 
contract spaces.

A perfect example of how "standard" can also mean "friendly" 
and, at the same time, not giving up the creativity of a charac-
teristic design. Aspa knows how to keep its balance.

Eli Aspa

In Stan we find rounded shapes and a selection of finishes to fit 
all kinds of spaces.

Aleta's generous proportions make this table a perfect comple-
ment for collaborative areas.

AletaStan

HIGH SPIRITS
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On this page, Burin Mini low table with and without 
handle lacquered in black with Sistema pouf

GREATEST HITS
DISCOVER OUR BEST SELLERS

BURIN LOW TABLE  2011 BY PATRICIA URQUIOLA

With a sculptural soul, Burin has known how to satisfy a 
need with strength and creativity. On this occasion, we will 
find form and function interacting in perfect balance.

On the left picture, Bamba low table in black finish. 
Bamba belongs to the ViccArte collection

Below these lines, a picture of Serra low table with 
rectangular top full black and gray strap

SERRA LOW TABLE  2013, BY VÍCTOR CARRASCO

Serra is a very suitable side table when it comes to comple-
menting other pieces such as sofas, armchairs or poufs. It is 
a great accessory for the home or for the so-called in-between 
spaces. It is possible to choose between a rectangular or 
rounded surface, but also a wide range of finishes that will 
help fit in with all kinds of environments. In addition, the 
rectangular version offers the possibility of including a 
strap with which to easily transport the table.

BAMBA  2018, BY PEDRO PAULO-VENZON

Designed by the young talent Pedro Paulo Venzon, Bamba 
brings us back to the idea of a design that remains at the service 
of moments without renouncing its authenticity.
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Levitt, 
Sensual and  

Suggestive Design

On this page, a picture of two Levitt armchairs and 
Giro low table with brass structure and matt oak 
table oak

Armchair & Sofa 
designed by L+ R Palomba, 2007

On this page, a picture of Levitt sofa and armchairs 
with Ryutaro low tables

We know products that are capable of living several lives. They 
are pieces that come to enjoy different stages according to the 
finishes they are given. Levitt is one of these promising cases. 
Both the sofa and the family seat designed by Ludovica & Roberto 
Palomba enjoy extraordinary comfort. Since 2007, its sensual 

“Levitt literally embraces every guest who sits on it. Its silhouette is a statement of intent at first 
sight. An exercise in pure ingenuity, of friendly design thought by and for people.”

and suggestive design has been able to endure over time: evolving 
and being able to assume new upholstery.

Levitt literally embraces every guest who sits on it. Its silhouette 
is a statement of intent at first sight. An exercise in pure ingenuity, 
of friendly design thought by and for people.



In 2009, Ludovica and Roberto Palomba materialized the Levitt 
collection, portraying the best of a relaxed and contemporary 
Italian design. A line seeking optimum comfort for the user 
through a suggestive, proportional and unexpected design of 
modules, enabling multiple combinations. A sofa with the exact 
dose of personality and sensorial forms that converse with anyone 
who sits on it. Certainly a benefit when furniture is used as part 
of large projects, and already a hallmark of Ludovica and Roberto 
Palomba's work in the Viccarbe collection.

Levitt,  
Behind the Scenes

On the right page, Ludovica + Roberto 
Paloma's portrait

240 MEDITERR ANE AN MAG241
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"Step is composed of a large island of modular 
elements, available in a variety of colors 
that offer the possibility to create countless 
compositions to fit in any space."

Exquisite proportions, infinite compositions, and surprising 
comfort define Step, a modular sofa designed by the renowned 
architect Vincent Van Duysen. Handcrafted seams give warmth 
to this unique collection which is pure functionality and  
adaptability. Conceived in 2013, Step is the result of a deep analy-
sis of monolithic forms related to the cubist style movement. Cu-
bist elements play a prominent role in the concept, and through 
its rationalization, a clean design is established and the strong 

On theses pages, a picture of Step sofa with 
Giro low table

Designed by Vincent van Duysen, 2013

contourns are enhanced by its distinctive stitching detail. Step 
is composed of a large island of modular elements, available in 
a variety of colors that offer the possibility to create countless 
compositions to fit in any space.

Finding the balance between durability and comfort, the Step 
collection was born as a modular system with which the user 
could compose and create his own sofa based on Van Duysen’s 
various proposals.
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Make your Step Sofa
Suggested compositions

Components:  
2 X STTA | 2 X ST90
230 X 95 cm

Components:  
2 X STTA | 3 X ST90
320 X 95 cm

Components:  
1 X STCH | 2 X STTA
2 X ST90
350 X 95 cm

Components:  
1 X STCH | 2 X STTA
2 X ST90
325 X 370 cm

Components:  
2 X STWA | 3 X ST90
230 X 95 cm

Components:  
2 X STWA | 2 X ST90
205 X 95 cm

01 /

03 /

05/ 06/

04 /

02 /
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Components:  
1 X STTA | 1 X STCH
1 X ST90 | 1 X STPO
325 X 370 cm

Components:  
1 X STTA | 3 X ST90
1 X STPO
385 X 95 cm

Components:  
1 X STCH | 4 X ST90
1 X STRI | 2 X STTA
300 X 395 cm

Components:  
1 X STTA | 2 X ST90
1 X STPO
295 X 95 cm

07 /

09 /

10 /

08 /

Step offers broad compositional freedom. A flexible sofa with 
countless arrangement options and multiple setting possibili-
ties to adapt to the user’s needs.  Different modules can be added 
to adjust the composition to the layout required. The following 

proposals are just a few of the infinite compositions which can be 
created, making it the perfect solution for any kind of landscape. 
Choose from an extensive range of options to complete the look 
of your perfect Step sofa. 
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As its name implies, Wrapp is function and form in its purest 
sense.Innovation and tradition come together in this armchair, 
which invites you to sit back and relax. Comfortable and functional,  
Wrapp’s backrest is as elegant as it is enveloping. Like a good host, 
it welcomes and takes care of the guest in all kinds of landscapes 

"Comfortable and functional, Wrapp’s backrest is as elegant as it is enveloping."

Project: ALk Reizen Offices, Belgium 
Interior Design: Clara Claes 
Dealer: Puur Office

such as hospitality interiors, collaborative spaces or meeting 
rooms. Wrapp, created by Marc Krusin in 2005, has an embracing 
design of perfectly balanced proportions, resulting in a unique 
and sensual shape.

Wrapp, 
Balanced
Proportions

Armchair designed by Marc Krusin, 2005
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Accessories 
are not only 
complementary 
elements

Designed by Vincent Van Duysen, 2006

On this page, a picture of a free standing coat 
hanger and an umbrella stand in black finish

Window
Since 2006, we have found in Window 
the square of the circle. With this family 
of accessories, it is possible to materialize 
the desired timelessness of contemporary 
projects.

Accessories are not only complemen-
tary elements when it comes to designing 
a space. Sometimes they can even make 
the difference. In the constant search 
for functionality, there is also room for  
designs that, in a subtle way, improve the 
landscape and complement it. God is in 
the details. Vincent Van Duysen, too.
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"I would refer to Giogio Agamben, an Italian philosopher who has re-
flected on contemporaneity. The contemporary, for him, is that which 
adheres to its time, but which in turn calls into question. It's a rela-
tionship of the subject to their present, a tension. I like to think that 
design, understood from this contemporary point of view, can change 
our lives with this way of questioning, with this vision of the present 
and of tradition that is in constant search of a rethinking of that which 
limits us, of the values, practices and uses to which we are accustomed. 
From my point of view, this boldness is what we can currently identify 
as the truly transformative”. How contemporary design can chan-
ge our lives (Pedro Paulo-Venzon).

On this page, Bamba in black and brass finish. On the 
right page, Bamba in brass with Sistema sofa

“I believe in objects with a subtle form. I can't 
just think about design.”

Bamba
Designed by Pedro Paulo-Venzon, 2018
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The story of Giro and Bamba is that of two tables capable of 
provoking reason from various perspectives. That of two jewel- 
pieces, which end up diluting their forms in the field of desire. 
They serve a function while questioning it. They rise like  
exquisite sculptures within a space, while respecting this same 
environment. However, they are pieces capable of lasting in the 
memory. The balance between discretion and character is saved 
with a note.

"I like to imagine that there are other points of view, other ways of 
looking at the pieces (mine or other designers'). In this historical and 
political moment, I should be satisfied with the fact that the designs 
are present in very diverse discourses, being able to find other types of 
audiences, with their own desires and needs"― Pedro Paulo-Venzon.

On the left page, a picture of Giro with black structure 
and table top stained in ash. On the right page, Giro 
with brass structure and matt oak table top

“They rise like exquisite sculptures within a space, while respecting this same environment.”

Giro

V
IC

C
A

R
T

E

Designed by Pedro Paulo-Venzon, 2018
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With a fluid, elegant and timeless shape, Victor Carrasco con-
ceived the Keel shelves as his first approach to the unique lan-
guage of the ViccArte collection.

Inspired by nautical constructions, in 2018 he gave life to a 
new concept of shelving, free of predefined forms and compo-
sitions. Made of solid oak wood, this family of shelves can be 
configured to suit an infinite number of aesthetic tastes, colors 
and needs. 

The wall thus becomes a blank canvas on which it is possible 
to accommodate the most personal objects or simply to have the 
freedom to draw.

The choice will be purely personal: to give a space a subtle 
character or to make room for your objects. Keel, in this case, 
gives us the gift of creativity.

On the left page, a picture of Keel shelves in matt oak. 
On the right page, a detail of a Keel shelve in matt oak

Keel
Designed by Víctor Carrasco, 2018
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“There is no disease more difficult to 
cure than habit, that's what I run away 
from in my projects.”
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One fish 
Golden Carp

One fish
Bubble eyes

Two fish
Dragon eyes

Two fish
Dragon eyes

There are many ways to awaken sense and sensibility through 
a piece of furniture. We can all think of those surrealist de-
signs from decades such as the sixties or the seventies: chairs,  
armchairs, sofas with impossible shapes, capable of maintaining 
a defined use and at the same time questioning the hyperfunc-
tionalism of design. Fun-filled museum pieces reserved to fit  
specific characters. Viccarbe, without usually paying attention 
to passing fashions or aesthetics, found a territory in which it  
knew how to approach this language, which is somewhat more 
artistic, singular and, above all, affable and close. We could 
also say that it is certainly endearing, forgetting the striden-
cies of art just for the sake of making art.

The story of Up in the Air can be told in an instant. It could 
be summed up in one second. To capture everyone who had 
this table in front of them in a totally friendly way. One fish, 
two fish, three... You can choose how many you want to own. 
How many you want to give life to.

On this page, a picture os Up in the Air in white 
finish. On the right page, a picture of two Up in the 
Air low tables in black finish

“Up in the Air, or how to contain the magic 
of a long story in a single instant.”

Up in  
the Air
Designed by Ramón Úbeda & Otto Canalda, 2014
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1 2
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5 6

Viccarbe is present in over seventy countries on five continents.
We bring the warmth and hospitality of our Mediterranean character to create 

longlasting partnerships, always focus to provide our customers with an excellent 
shopping experience at Viccarbe.

Whether in San Francisco or in Tokyo, our team of professionals will share their 
passion in providing excellent services  and will introduce you to the way we 
understand design.

Latest International Projects

7

9 10

8

(1 ) Café Le Central, Centre Pompidou, Paris; (2) Hub Offices, Middle East; (3) Spaces by Regus, Belvedere; (4) Workingshare, Fribourg; (5) Shiseido 
Global Innovation Center, Japan; (6) Linksquare Shinjuku, Japan; (7) Shanghai HD Showroom, Shanghai; (8) Club alma Sensai, Madrid;  (9) Karpeta & 
Texturae Showrrom, Milano; (10) IBM Studios, Milano.
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On this page, examples of Viccarbe Unique pieces.  
On the right, Quadra chair with engraved logo

There are many things that make you unique. Our new Viccarbe 
Unique program is born to help express your brand’s identity 
through bespoke pieces. Viccarbe Unique features customiza-
tion for some of our collections to make them even more singular 
and adjusted to your requirements.

It is all about creating one-of-a-kind items to impact for a  
lifetime and, showcase your firm’s philosophy. 

To have your own Viccarbe Unique piece, with your logo or 
your company name, you can choose from having it engraved 
or embroidered.

Engraving. Thanks to the most innovative laser technology, we 
are now able to engrave an image on stained wood with precision  
and optimum quality. You can personalize many of our collec-
tions in matt oak.

Embroidery. We can embroider your logo, message or company 
name onto any of our upholstered product families to create a cus-
tom piece for any area of your space. A singular feature available 
for the complete Viccarbe portfolio.

Viccarbe  
Unique

“To have your own Viccarbe Unique piece,  
with your logo or your company name, you  
can choose from having it engraved  
or embroidered.”
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We present a careful selection of products in stock, available to 
ship in 1 week. It will be necessary to confirm with the factory 
the units available at the time of the order.

Quickship 
Program

MEDITERR ANE AN MAG263

For more info: https://www.viccarbe.com/quickship-in-stock/

*This product is also available in white

*
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Quality

Quickship

Responsibility

Sustainability

Viccarbe has a demanding environmental certified 
project fruit of our total commitment to the sustainable 
manufacturing program. We use PEFC certified wood in all 
products indicated. BIFMA quality certification available for 
download on our website for the selected collections.

The Viccarbe top sellers are in stock and ready to ship 
in a máximum of 5 working days. Contact with our sales 
department to order and check availability.

A large part of our work at Viccarbe is devoted to the balance 
of our designs. By the same token, we understand that only a 
balanced, responsible society will lead to a sustainable future.
From RESPONSIBILITY by Viccarbe,  we collaborate in 
innovative social projects to humbly contribute our small part. 

At Viccarbe we believe that sustainability is designing and 
producing furniture that will stay with us for the longest time 
possible. Furniture we won’t want to throw out. Consequently, 
the concept of environmental sustainability becomes 
important for Viccarbe from the furniture’s conception, right 
through its design until the end of its useful life cycle.

pCon Community

Viccarbe’s configurable data is now available on pCon 
Community and pCon planner, the innovative application 
for interior design professionals to quickly showcase and 
configure projects.

Here you will be able to browse our entire collection to help 
you create your designs. With the platform you can let your 
creativity boost with our collections. Start to configure spaces 
and let your imagination flow with Viccarbe.

elarcanazaret.org
casacaridad.com
minekafon.org
fundaciokalida.org

We are grateful for the people and companies that work with our products worldwide Our Clients
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